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Poetry Contest

E-note….
Dear fellow club members,
“It Always Seems Impossible
Until It’s Done.”
While we are still in the midst of this pandemic,
it’s hard sometimes to see the light at the end of
the tunnel for our production season. But there is
hope and there is a near future, although it might
look a bit different than in the past.

In last month’s issue, we announced a poetry contest. Although
there will be a 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winner, I must say presenting the exercise as a contest may have been a misnomer. You will
see why as you read the entries. The thoughts of our members
eloquently presented in poems will touch your heart, and there is
no contest for cheering the human spirit and soul.
Thank you to all of our “poets”. The poems are presented here for
your pleasure and there will be a voting process for the members
in an eblast. I hope you find these beautiful poems as an uplifting
and positive way to look at life during these times.

The board and committees are committed to keeping our club vital and getting in front of our audiences as soon as possible and there are some new
and exciting possibilities.
The planned October production, A Farce of
Nature, has been moved to the March play dates.
The Outsider will not be performed on stage this
season. At this time we don’t believe that the
spaces we use to rehearse will be open in September, nor do we know what restrictions there will
be. Even if they do open, there are several cast
members that have reservations concerning rehearsals. We currently have no information on the
ability to have an audience in October. The December play has not been cancelled as of yet; as
with most things today we will wait and see if it is
still possible. Cabaret Players and our Dancers are
in a holding pattern as well. If by any chance the
situation changes, we will adjust accordingly.
We are a club of innovative thinkers and doers
with too much talent and vitality to stand still.

Our Poets
David Durham
Don Greenberg
BJ Homchick
Ralph Julianelle

Janet Klann
Terry Pierce
Bill Shields
Gerri Staffiery

There are exciting things happening.
Here is the good news…...
cont’d p. 2
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E-note….cont’d
This long-sequestered lifestyle has ushered in new innovations, especially virtual platforms such as Zoom,
adobe chats, Jitsi, and a new crop, as well as the
expansion of streaming channels and ways to view
entertainment.
The theater community, including publishers, playwrights, production companies, directors and actors
who are facing the same challenges as we, are
embracing these new channels. Many see this new form
of entertainment as becoming an addition to their
production plans, even when we are back in front of the
foot lights. Jeff, who heads the ad hoc virtual theater
team, said, "I’d say that this is not a short term
project, but really a strategic initiative that will
supplement now and in the future, what and how we
deliver theater to our patrons and community”.
A team from the board along with Jeff, Harriet Fusaro,
Pat Halon and our Technical committee have been
working on ways we can take part in this evolution of
theater. If you would like to be part of this group, please
reach out to Jeff Martini.
1. Connecting with Our Community: This is a
program sponsored by the Activities
Department. We will be presenting a 30 minute
program including a video, created and
produced by Jeff Martini. We have no airing
date yet; but are providing our members with a
preview. (See article in adjacent column).
2. Zoom productions: We are looking at plays that have
been adapted or created for Zoom. The great advantage these have is in most cases you can act from
home and not have to gather. Jeff and his team are
looking at virtual plays now.
3. Outdoor productions: We will be presenting a proposal to CAM to perform in an outdoor venue in the
fall. These would be small cast productions for
social distancing.

4.

Streaming productions: Under investigation.

On another note... We will now be able to do club membership registration electronically and process
payments by PayPal. Thanks to the great work of Pat
Tsotsos, Pat Carnahan, Sandy Greenberg and Kathy
Marker.
As always we will keep you up-to-date on events.
Stay safe. Take care of yourselves and each other.

Eileen

Life
Memories of yesterday are on my mind
The kindness we shared with others is hard to find
What has happened to the world that we now live?
Have we forgotten what it is to give?
The “ME” generation has it all
But what will happen when they fall?
The manners, the morals, the respect is gone
Just “what can you do for me” lingers on
Living by the “Golden Rule” I find
Gives you happiness, satisfaction and a sane mind
So, as you walk down life’s crooked road
Remember to love and cherish all you behold

1

HOT OFF THE PRESSES - WHAT WE DO VIDEO
Back in mid-July, the CAM office sent an invitation to charter
club presidents to participate in a new feature for the SCG community. It was titled, “Connecting our Community through
Clubs”. The plan was to feature a DIY (Do It Yourself) type of
activity or presentation by a club which will be available
through Zoom. Eileen met with our board and Jeff Martini,
Chairperson of our Marketing Committee, to discuss what we
could do to show the community all the different facets to the
Drama club. One of our first endeavors, created and produced
by Jeff, is a video.
We are excited to share a sneak peek and the premier of the video that Jeff created that will have multiple uses. Click HERE. to
view this video.
It’s primarily aimed at our patron base and our community as a
way to stay top of mind, and perhaps give a glimpse into what
we do for anyone who is not familiar with our productions, in
addition to making it’s debut on “Connecting our Community”.
We’ll use this as content for Grand Lifestyles, our Facebook
page and at least two community Facebook pages, our website
and possibly our YouTube channel.

It is also a nice montage of memories, especially for long time
club members. The body of work that the club has produced
over the years is extremely impressive.
Jeff tells us they will be looking to do more videos like this. The
possibilities are virtually endless. We can do trailers for upcoming seasons or shows, ‘look behind the scenes’ videos to highlight all of the activities that happen beyond the stage, such as
set design and build, props and properties, make-up and hair
and choreography, just to name a few.
Jeff is currently filming director interviews for our 20/21 season
to give viewers a look into the ‘whats, whys and hows’ of creating a show from casting to opening night.

One of the priorities for an upcoming production is a Cabaret
Players’ specific video. While there are some photos from Cabaret Players in this video, we were limited in terms of what was
available on our photo site. If you have pictures from Cabaret
Player productions, either dress rehearsal or performances,
please send them to Pat Tsotsos at ptsotsos@gmail.com, so they
can be added to the photo site for future projects.
“In the meantime,” says Jeff, “we hope you enjoy this montage
of magical moments in the Club!”
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As we walk down life’s twisted road

THE RAINDROP

We create many memories that last

I am just a drop of H2O.

The good, the bad, our seasons were many

Water is how I'm known

Our hopes and our dreams, they were hopefully vast

I'll tell you something of my life

Our boyfriends, our husbands, our weddings

It has had its ups and downs

Came along

I travel all across the sky and over land

Our children, their problems, their joys

and seas

Were a song.

I just get settled in a cloud and latch onto a breeze.

And as we grew to our present day

It's cool up here but I don't mind, I don't feel cold at

We rejoice that fate has led us

all

To stay...at Sun City Grand

There are so many raindrops here we really have a ball.

Our own paradise

We tell each other where we have been and things

And as we approach life’s ultimate end

we've seen and done

We still know that best is family and friend

We talk and laugh and whirl about - it's really lots of
fun

So as we are quarantined and made to stay

We're really very special because we can change our

We still thank God for what we have with us
TODAY.

shape

3

Sometimes liquid, steam or snow while earthlings look
and gape

Time has come for us to say that we are here for you
today

Other times we're sort of puckish -- when we turn to
hail or sleet

You may be lonely and angry and sad but someone is
here for you to make you glad

And slippery little devils, when freezing on the street.
We're lots of fun for kids when we form a sheet of ice

The sun comes up each day to start activity your own
way

So they can skate across us—we think that's very nice.
Then, one day when the sun's too hot it's time for us to
fly

With a hearty step, we will see you there right or left

For then we all evaporate and rise up to the sky
And move to other places
Where children can look up to us with smiles upon their
faces.
What's very special about us is we've been on earth for
years and years
We're with you when you are happy and when sad. We
are your tears.

Did you know more than half of you is water drops…you
cannot live without
So “what'r” you going to “toast” us with?
A glass of water----no doubt!
January 24, 2014

4

Hey didn't I see you at the mall... we will be together
again, sooner or later — whatever the trend

2

WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD
I see trees of green, red roses too
see them bloom for me and you
And I say to myself, what a wonderful world
I see skies of blue and clouds of white
Bright sunny days, dark sacred nights
And I think to myself, what a wonderful world
The colors of the rainbow are so pretty in the skies
Are also on the faces of the people walking by
I see friends shaking hands saying
How do you do?
They're really saying I love you
I see babies cry, I watch them grow
They'll learn much more than I'll ever know
And I think to myself, what a wonderful world
Yes, I think to myself, what a wonderful world
Louis Armstrong
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DESERT RAIN
Thunder’s boom and distant

rumble, lightning’s flash mean
Cloud burst soon.
Deluge comes and dry ditch
guzzles; parched earth, sated,
Thanks monsoon.
Bathed and quenched, the wet
lands bloom, green and orange
In rich perfume.
7
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Sweetheart, Lover, Companion and Friend

SONORAN MOODS

She said, “You are my sweetheart, lover, companion and
friend”.

Umber mountains lunged upward,

And it struck me how significant a message that sends.

From desert floor.

Saw-tooth like,

The ‘sweetheart’ expressions I’ve heard in the past
proved fickle and depended on things that don’t last.

Spansive sky stretched outward

Others have loved me - or so they would say – but at
the first sign of conflict, they faded away.

Where eagles soar.

Azure-domed

Companions are those we enjoy being near.
They share our life’s journey we’re glad they are here.

;

Friends are ones we can count on, it’s understood,
they’ll be there to share the bad and the good.

Silent saguaro,
Sentry-like in sun and moon,
hears the wren and coyote’s score.

To find ALL these qualities in a woman of such grace is
something so special it makes my heart race.
I’m filled with a wonder and a joy that’s complete.

Stark landscape, empty-seeming,
Yet life-teeming.
Always and evermore.

Overwhelmed to think that of all the people we meet,
only one will be there all the way to the end.
Only ONE will be Sweetheart, Lover, Companion and
Friend.

6

8
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The “CHAIN” That Binds Us

My COVID-19 (or not) Poem

As evening rolls along and I survey the starlit skies,
Thoughts of days with my love back home suddenly arise.
And I feel a certain glow within, from days we spent together,
An ever-glowing happiness we hope to share forever.

I reflected on the links that bind two hearts into one
What molds these links into a “chain” not to be undone
A “chain” that has resilience though stretched from sea to sea.
That withstands man-made forces or nature's ferocity.

As one might now surmise from these few words that

have
been said
The “chain” is not of steel comprised, but intuitive instead
The links are refined alloys made of non-material things

Of sacrifice and sincerity – between two human beings.
Of a little understanding, if remorse - with failure comes
Of helping hands to tide each other through life's varied
storms
Of happiness which two can share when parenthood appears.
And wisdom to smooth differences that could result in tears.

It’s been two weeks to the day, but it seems so long
ago,
That I woke up with a fever and immediately
thought “oh, no!”
I quickly isolated in our guest bedroom, also
known as my new home,
Though spacious and quite nice it offered little
room to roam.
I called my doctor and scheduled a tele-visit later
that afternoon,
He told me I probably had COVID-19 and should
be tested soon.
At the time I was restricted from driving, due to a
fall some months ago,
Didn’t want my wife to drive or be near me, nor anyone I know.

Of passion that is kept ablaze by a warm and glowing fire,
To emotional satiety for which man and women aspire.
Of concessions – minute catalysts – that fuse these into one
To mold a “chain” linked by a love that can never be undone.

But though this “chain” of happiness has strength beyond
compare,
Some elements may at times seep in from contaminated air.
Such as foolish pride and jealousy or selfishness and greed,
Which sadly could corrode the “chain” if the elements can
succeed.

So, one must be aware of this and be watchful -- I beseech,
For perfect, man is surely not, so keep these out of reach.

With this in mind, we'll

build a future -as good as one can be
For such a “chain” as this we'll forge

- to bind my love and me.
1955

9

I asked where and how to get the test, he directed
me to call,
The Banner Health testing number that was available to all,
I called and was told the only collection site was at
the fairgrounds in Phoenix downtown,
Having heard the stories of long hot waits in the car
I turned that option down.
Called several local urgent care’s and was told I
could walk right in the door,
But that the wait time for results would be ten to
fourteen days or more,
A final call to my doctor to see if there was any other way,
He suggested the Emergency Room, and I responded, “What did you just say?”
cont'd on p. 6
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My COVID-19 (or not) Poem (cont’d)
I could not believe what I was hearing, that the
ER was the best,
The place for me to go and wait all day for a five
-minute test!
I finally got on line and found the CVS at Greenway and Reems,
Was doing drive-through testing, and I qualified so it seems.
I was tested on Saturday the 18th, self administered, easy and quick,
But dismayed to see signage saying “five to seven days” to find out if I was sick.
I am checking daily as you can imagine, but
nothing shows up yet,
Their “site” now says, due to high demand, results may take six to ten days to get!
I am fourteen days since my first symptoms,
and eight days symptom free,
So according to the CDC, I am in recovery,
But I’m still tired and sleep a lot and am advised not to over do,
For sure don’t want to relapse after all that I’ve
been through.
I am fortunate to have a friend, an ER doc in
Chapel Hill (NC),
Who deals with COVID-19 daily and when he
heard that I was ill,
Called and offered his expertise and help in any
way,
Since this whole thing began, he and I have
texted sometimes more than twice a day.
He warned me early on that the second week
could be the worst,
And so I truly dreaded getting to the end of
what was my first,
My fever, never alarmingly high, spiked in a

random kind of way,
I was urged to monitor my oxygen level,
checked it several times each day,
My levels never reached the critical stage, it
seems my case was mild,
But nevertheless when it happens to you, it is so
much worse than wild.
I had dreams of ICU’s packed with people,
some of whom would surely die,
And knowing I could be one of them, things
change in the blink of an eye.
So what has my two weeks taught me, with you
what can I share?
The testing system is such a joke, like IT’S not
even there!
It would have been helpful for relatives and
friends, and of course, for me,
To get tested promptly, results received quickly, but that was not to be.
I really wish we all knew more about COVID19 here in Grand,
My gut tells me that it’s much more prevalent
than most residents understand,
Just look at our two zip codes, apply some
math, it’s easy to do,
With over eight hundred COVID cases I’m
guessing we’ve more than a few.
I thank our friends and neighbors, who have
lent a helping hand,
It’s nice to know there are such caring people
here in Grand,
Please wear your mask and stay apart, and
hopefully it won’ be long,
Before we can gather together again and sing a
joyous song!
10
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2020-21 Drama Club Main Stage Calendar
Play/Performance

Date

“The Unexpected Guest”

December 3, 4, 5, 6, 2020

“Guys and Dolls”

February 19, 20, 21, 26, 27,
28, 2021

“Farce of Nature”

March 18, 19, 20, 21, 2021

“The 22nd Annual Variety
Show”

April 22, 23, 24, 25, 2021

Are you connected to Drama?
Need to check out the Drama Club website in a
hurry? No need to search and fiddle trying to
remember where it is, just place a handy icon
on your phone. Our web has it all. Download
the icon now!

THE PLAYS
The Unexpected Guest by Agatha Christie: When a
stranger runs his car into a ditch in dense fog in South
Wales and makes his way to an isolated house, he discovers a woman standing over the dead body of her
wheelchair-bound husband, gun in her hand. She admits to murder, and the unexpected guest offers to
help her concoct a cover story. But is it possible that
Laura Warwick did not commit the murder after all? If
so, who is she shielding? The house seems full of possible suspects.
Director: Van Rockwell, Producer: Jolene Nerdahl
Stage Managers: Donna O'Donnell Figurski and
Barbara Solmonson
Guys and Dolls: All the hot gamblers are in town,

and they're all depending on Nathan Detroit to set up
this week's incarnation of "The Oldest Established
Permanent Floating Crap Game in New York"; the only problem is, he needs $1000 to get the place. Throw
in Sarah Brown, who's short on sinners at the mission
she runs; Sky Masterson, who accepts Nathan's $1000
bet that he can't get Sarah Brown to go with him to
Havana; Miss Adelaide, who wants Nathan to marry
her; Police Lieutenant Brannigan, who always seems
to appear at the wrong time; and the music/lyrics of
Frank Loesser, and you've got quite a musical.
Director: Annie Banton
Producer: Kathy Marker
Stage Managers: Jill Kirkpatrick, Flo Katcher and
Sharon Costa.

To place an icon for the Drama Club website on
your phone, please follow the instructions
HERE "
2020-2021 BOARD MEMBERS
Eileen Brooks, President
Judy Shields, Vice President
Kathy Marker, Treasurer
Pat Carnahan, Secretary
Ila Chanin, Member-at-Large
Anne Cohen, Member-at-Large
Flo Katcher, Member-at-Large
Sandra Greenberg, Member-at-Large
Marie Larsen, Member-at-Large

Farce of Nature by Jessie Jones, Nicholas Hope, and
Jamie Wooten: This Southern-fried farce highlights one
day in the life of the Wilburn family of Mayhew, Arkansas. The struggling family fishing lodge, the Reel
‘Em Inn, becomes the backdrop for a motley collection
of flawed characters stirring up a hilarious comedic
stew. In the deliciously funny romp that ensues, they
all hide, lie, disguise themselves, cross-dress, and slam
doors, while trying to figure out the source of an increasingly awful stench.
Director: David Seaburg, Producer: Leanne Evans,
Stage Manager: Flo Katcher.

“The 22nd Annual Variety Show. Director Joyce
Greenberg promises to delight and surprise with a new
concept of a traditional favorite.
Director: Joyce Greenberg
Producer: Jolene Nerdahl

The Cabaret Players first performance is
scheduled for November 6, 7 and 8, 2020.
Watch for more information coming soon on
directors and auditions. We are exploring
options for where we can hold a performance
with social distancing. Cabaret is still out there and
waiting to get back into production too!

Dave and Gerry

Do you have an idea for “Applause”. We welcome all member contributions and input. Have some fun pictures
you would like to share? Please send to Pat Carnahan at pac2maui@gmail.com.

